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Our vision in Whiteroom is working on innovation and creative goods or services with

emphasizing on quality and customer satisfaction. For several years by advance in technology
of coatings, multifunctional coatings have entered the global market. We have decided to work
on a special category of multifunctional coatings in Iran for the first time. Our research have
been started in 1397 in the subset of Raham Holding, after negotiation with some foreign
companies and observing the quality of their product,

eventually we sign the exclusive distribution agreement of
Magpaint company. Magpaint is popular and successful
company located in the Netherlands, which was
established in 2003 and today export their
products to more than 48 countries.

All products of this company formulated
with advanced technology and have
high quality.

WHITEB ARD PAINT
whiteboard paint is a transparent dry erase paint
that enables you to write and draw on walls or other

surfaces (like wooden surfaces). Clear whiteboard
paint with low VOC is a fun and creative alternative

to traditional whiteboards because it allows you to
tailor your space to your style and needs – keeping
original colors intact.

You can transform any flat (either curve) surfaces into an area for innovation and creativity,

using any dry erase markers and accessories.

And when you finish, you can quickly return your
surface to its original design using a microfiber
cloth. Paint for Pro’s whiteboard paint comes
with a 10-year product guarantee for the ultimate peace of mind.

Available in any color

OTHER PR DUCTS

GREENSCREEN
PAINT

BLACKBOARDPAINT

A water based mat green wall paint
which turns any surfaces into a greenscreen.

Turn any clean surface into a writing
slate for conventional chalk

GLOW PAINT

BEAMERPAINT

Glow in the dark paint created by

Turn every wall into a projection
screen, for an optimal and sharp
projection

mixing luminescent phosphors
with paint.

CLEANSING
SPRAY

MAGNETIC PAINT
The tiny metal particles in the

Whiteboard cleaning spray and

MagPaint paint make sure mag-

microfiber wipes are offered for

nets stick to the wall

better use and maintenance of
whiteboard paint

EXECUTIVE TEAM

If your project is located in Tehran, our

applier can make your whiteboard. But don't
worry if your project is not in Tehran, because
we will make sure you do the process

correctly by sending video and text files of
‘How to Apply’.
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